bush leaguer
by William Daly '56

Inttramural Football Nears End;
Phi Delt, Beta and Phi Gam Win

After several scrimmages with the weather, the third round of play in each league was completed over the week-end. Howard Galvin ’58 was the winner of the bear as he picked all five of the games.

In league one Phi Delta Theta edged out Sigma Chi 8-4 on Sunday to become the only undefeated team in the league. Pi Lambda Phi beat Theta Delta Chi 14-4 and won Mount Grad House Dining Hall next Saturday. The winner of this game meets Sigma Chi Sunday for the right to face Phi Delta Theta in the finals.

In league two Beta Theta Pi ran over ATO 33-0 on Sunday to knock ATO into the losers bracket. Delta Tau Delta edged Kappa Xi 12-6 and won over AEPi in a 5-0 thriller with the safety coming in the last 30 seconds. The Delta will meet ATO next Saturday with the winner going against the Beta again in the finals.

In the losers bracket in league three, on Saturday Grad House won over Baker 4-0 and East Campus defeated Lambda Chi Alpha 35-7 as Dick Sharrad ’56 caught two touchdown passes. The first came in the closing seconds of the first half and was set up on an interception halfway on Lambda Chi Alpha. The losers came from behind to tie the game in the fourth quarter on a plunge from the one yard line by Fritz Kellik ’56. Tony Ryan ’57 played an excellent game for East Campus. Sharrad took the winning pass in the closing seconds as East Campus took the right to meet Grad House next Saturday. The winner will meet Big Sky on Sunday in the finals of the losers bracket and the chance for a shot at IAE on November 6.

In league four Theta Chi knocked out Sigma Xi by a score of 33-0 and came back Sunday to take a 28-6 decision from Beta Theta Pi in the league Phi Gam knocked out DU 24-13. Phi Gam opened the scoring in the first minute of play as Tom Hoff- man ’56 threw to Don Aucamp ’57 for sixty yards to the ten and to Aucamp up for the TD. DU boomed back to tie the score as John Roberts ’56 intercepted a pass and went all the way to score. Hoffmann threw to Fred Daick ’56 in the second quarter as Phi Gam forged ahead but John Day ’56 blocked a Phi Gam kick and fell on it in the end zone to tie the score. John L. Stilson ’56 ran over the point and DU led at the half, 12-12. The winning touchdown came on a third quarter pass from Daick to Aucamp and Hoffmann passed to Art Wilks ’56 for the final score of the game. Theta Chi meets DU next Saturday with the winner tangling with Phi Gam for the league championship.

Beaver Sailors Win New York Regatta
Bill Stiles ’57 lead the York sailboat to the championship in the New York International Regatta at Kings Point last week-end as he finished as the top skipper in the regatta. Stiles compiled a total of 56 points and was closely followed by Nick Newman ’56 who had 64 points and was named high skipper.

This was the Engineers a 130 point total and a lead of 16 points over the host Kings Point team who finished second. The remaining teams were Taft’s 102, Princeton 85, Cornell 71, Georgetown and RPI 69, and Cincinnati 62.

Stiles’ boat was rowed by Steve Strong ’56 and Saul Pompel ’57 with Newman. The team went back into action next week-end in preparation for the Schell Regatta in the Faribault Championship which are coming up in November.

For years a perennial favorite with tech men
THE CARLETON CAFETERIA
OFFERS THE BEST IN HOME COOKING
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD
OPEN A M. 10 P. M.
Corner Cambridge and Main Streets, Kendall Square

THE SMORGASBORD RESTAURANT
Established 1936
All you can eat for one and the same price!
Lunch From 55¢ Dinner From 95¢
10 Province Street, 2nd Floor, Boston
Near City Hall, 4 min. from Park St. Sub. Station
Closed 1-300 NO LUNCH

STAUFAER CHEMICAL COMPANY
Will interview men currently completing a degree in Chemistry or Chemical Engineering.

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD NOVEMBER 1
Haven contact Placement Office for literature and details.

- Stauffer research laboratories are located near New York City, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
- 20 Production plants in twenty states.
- As active research program is directed toward the preparation of new and interesting compounds having potential, and industrial applications.
- Process development activities include the fields of metal chlorides, organics, petrochemicals, agricultural chemicals, industrial chemicals, and related products.

Stauffer Chemical Company has grown steadily through the past 70 years, and recent accelerated expansion has created excellent opportunities for capable young men in research, production, and management. Every effort is made to fill positions of increased responsibility with men already in the company.

STAUFAER CHEMICAL COMPANY, 310 Madison Ave., New York

Used Text Books
KROUSE AND SONS
HARVARD BOOKSTORE
Used and New Books of All Kinds
134 Mass. Ave. Cambridge
TR-5-9099

ETON'S MEN'S SHOPS
5 Convenient Aron Locations
126 BEVERLY ST. [Colonial Theatre Bldg.] COOLIDGE CORNER [Roslindale]
NORTH STATION [E. M. Richardson]
177 WASHINGTON ST. [New School]

Ahead of the game...
Arrow fields a smart squad of swades, with man-for-man superiority down the line. They're warm and soft, styled with exceptional touch—on Orlon or lambswool, or a blend of Orlon and wool. It's a smart college man who collects several colored sweaters.

Sleeves less than $5.00 or long-sleeved from $7.95. They're perfect, warm with draw and sport shirts—like this Arrow plaid. Get a few of each.

Make Your Selection of
ARROW
SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, TIES AND HANKIES AT THE
TECHNOLOGY STORE
G. L. FROST CO., INC.
AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIRING & REFINISHING
31 LANDSWOOD STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

THE FOUNTAIN PEN THAT
FILLS LIKE A BALLPOINT

NEW
SHEAFFER'S FINELINE CARTRIDGE PEN
Ends Messy Filling Forever

Transparent Cartridge, Visible Ink Supply
Points: Fine, Extra Fine, Medium, Broad
Colors: Blue, Grey, Green, Black
Pen Only in Box with Two Cartridges—$2.95
Matched Set in Box with Four Cartridges—$4.95

TECHNOLOGY STORE